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ABSTRACT 
 
The UMR Solar Car uses a telemetry processor to collect, compute, and transmit data to the 
driver of the car and a nearby chase vehicle.  The original processor had deteriorated from 
environmental extremes and vibration.  There were also problems with electromagnetic 
interference from the high efficiency electric motor switching electronics, difficulties with the 
many unplanned additions made to the processor in the field, and the unstructured software that 
was becoming difficult to maintain.  This project consists of creating a replacement telemetry 
system that is more robust mechanically, and electrically, substantially improving the EMI 
performance of the device, and reworking the hardware and software to make it easier to 
maintain and upgrade. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The UMR Solar Car current telemetry system uses a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) to collect 
sensor data and make computations such as speed and battery voltage.  The system then 
transmits the data to a chase vehicle and gives a few measurements to the driver of the car.  The 
current system consists of a Texas Instruments evaluation board interfaced with a hand-made 
daughter board that has suffered extensive environmental deterioration from road vibration and 
international shipping methods.  This deterioration has resulted in intermittent contact and 
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) issues. 
 
This project will assess the current DSP evaluation board’s function and replace it with one of 
similar functionality.  A new daughter board to interface the DSP and solar car’s sensors will be 
designed using a four-layer printed circuit board (PCB).  The PCB will use surface mount 
technology to reduce size and allow room for future expandability on the car.  The software for 



the system will support a new real-time operating system (RTOS) to make computations and 
tasks more efficient.  The software in the current design does not use a RTOS so the new 
software will have to be modified to accommodate this.  Finally, the DSP and daughter boards 
will be stacked and installed in a weatherproof enclosure.  To improve conditions from the 
previous design, the enclosure will allow onboard access on the vehicle for debugging, but will 
also reduce susceptibility to electromagnetic interference (EMI).  Solar car racing allow the 
telemetry system to receive its power from a dedicated battery pack that can be charged off-line 
daily, and is isolated from the car’s solar array – so power consumption is not a major issue. 
 
The scope of this new telemetry computer is to improve electromagnetic compatibility and 
provide future expandability and flexibility in improving other systems on the solar car.  New 
features planned for the car include a standardized sensor bus, TCP/IP communications protocol, 
and VoIP communications for the driver. 
 

DESIGN & PROCESS 
 
Data Transfer 
 
The DSP board communicates with most sensors through Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver/Transmitters (UARTs).  The UARTs are located on the DSP daughter board, and will 
be incorporated into the PCB design.  The function of the UART is to take data bits transmitted 
from the solar car’s sensors in serial form, and group them into seven or eight bit words that the 
DSP can recognize.  One UART is needed for each communications channel and typically each 
is contained in its own package.  The previous telemetry design used the MAX3110E by Maxim 
Integrated Products and to maintain interchangeable, the new design used the same.  The 
advantage of this IC is the SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) compatible UART along with ESD 
protected RS-232 Transceivers contained in one 28-pin package.  The function of the UART in 
the overall DSP-based telemetry can be seen in the block diagram in Figure 1.  This new design 
has one extra UART located on the daughter board for future expansion.  Note that there is also a 
UART internal to the DSP board, which is used for radio modem communication to the chase 
vehicle.  

 
Software 

 
The original solar car telemetry processor software was written in C.  The software reads the raw 
data from the system’s analog to digital converters, convert it to the appropriate units, stores it in 
a global data structure, calculates the required telemetry data and transmits the processed data to 
the chase vehicle.  The data was collected from a system of analog to digital converters (ADCs) 
located through out the vehicle.  With the exception of the current sensors, the ADCs 
communicated with the system computer on a serial communications link via the RS-232 
protocol.  The ADCs connected to the current Hall Effect sensors communicated on a serial 
communications link using the SPI protocol.  To communicate with multiple RS-232 devices the 
Solar Car Team used four external UART chips.  These external UART chips then 
communicated with the processor via the internal SPI device.  Telemetry data transmission was 
handled by an external RF radio modem which was connected to the processors internal UART 
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using an RS-232 serial communications link.  The radio modem handled the data packet 
formatting, management and modem protocol. 
 
 

 
Figure 1 – Telemetry System Block Diagram 

 
The operating system chosen for the project was Salvo RTOS by Pumpkin Inc.  Salvo has a 
priority based round robin scheduler that supports semaphores and inter-task messaging.  The 
operating system package that was purchase for this project was precompiled in a series of 
configurable library files.  Because of the large amount of program space available in the system 
the library file used for this project included all of the features of the operating system.   
 
The telemetry software was broken down into nine tasks: motor gap controller sensor, motor 
phase current for three phases, array voltage, array current, battery voltage, battery current, 
motor controller data, system battery level, driver display management and system display 
management. 
 
Monitoring Gap Controller Position: 
The task that monitors the position of the motor gap controller position communicates with an 
ADC connected to a potentiometer on the motor gap controller via UART 3.  When the task is 
created it initializes the UART to communicate at 9600 baud.  After the UART is successfully 
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initialized the task passes control to the process scheduler and waits to be released for its first 
process cycle.  Once the task is released by the operating system, it enters an infinite while loop 
in which it reads a byte of data from the UART and stores it in the global data structure via a 
pointer passed to the function from the message queue.  After the data is stored, the task has 
completed one process cycle and passes control back to the process scheduler.  In the event that 
the task is unable to communicate with the UART it signals the scheduler to kill the task.  The 
scheduler responds by killing the task and signaling the system display handler to display an 
error.  On the next schedule cycle the task will be recreated which will cause the task to 
reinitialize the UART device.  If the system will continue to attempt to reinitialize the UART 
until it succeeds or the system is shut off. 
 
Monitoring Motor Phase Current: 
The task that monitors the current of each of the three phases of the vehicle motor communicates 
with the respective ADCs using the onboard SPI device.  When the task is created it checks to 
see if the systems SPI device has been initialized.  If the system SPI device has not been 
initialized the task will initialize the device to communicate at the maximum system baud rate 
using 16 bit frames.  Following a successful initialization, or if the device has already been 
initialized, the task will pass control back to the scheduler and wait for bits to be released for its 
first process cycle.  Upon release by the scheduler the task enters an infinite while loop where it 
receives one word from each of the three ADCs and stores the raw data in the global data 
structure via a pointer provided by the message queue.  The communication sequence is as 
follows: the host initiates the transfer by setting the chip select line for the respective ADC low.  
The ADC responds by shifting out a 16-bit data frame using the clock signal provided by the 
processor.  At the end of the frame the chip select line is set high.   At the end of the third 
communication sequence the task has completed one process cycle and control is passed back to 
the scheduler.  Communication errors are handled in the same manner as described for the Gap 
Sensor Monitoring Task. 

 
Monitoring Array Voltage: 
The task that monitors the voltage on the solar array communicates through UART 4.  When the 
task is created it initializes the UART to communicate at 9600 baud.  Once the UART is 
successfully initialized the task passes control to the scheduler and waits to be released for its 
first process cycle.  When released the task enters an infinite loop where one byte is read from 
the UART and stored in the data structure via a pointer supplied by the message queue.  After the 
data has been stored the task has completed a process cycle and control is passed back to the 
scheduler.  Communication errors are handled in the same manner as described previously. 
 
Monitoring Array Current: 
The task that monitors the current from the array communicates with an ADC through the 
onboard SPI device.  When the task is created it checks to see if the SPI device has been 
initialized, if not the device is initialized with the parameters specified in the motor current 
monitoring task.  After the SPI device has been initialized or if the device has already been 
initialized the task passes control to the scheduler and waits to be released to run its first process 
cycle.  Once the task is released for the first time it enters an infinite while loop.  The data from 
the ADC is received and stored in the process previously described.  When the data has been 
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successfully stored the task returns control to the scheduler.  Communications errors are handled 
the same as the previous tasks.   
 
Battery Voltage Monitoring: 
The battery voltage-monitoring task communicates with the battery protection computer on an 
RS-232 serial communications link.  When the task is created it initializes UART 5 with the 
same parameters as described previously then returns control to the scheduler.  When the task is 
released to run, it requests the battery voltage level using a protocol that is yet to be determined.  
The data is stored and control is return to the scheduler.  On the previous solar car the battery 
protection computer was produced by Worley Inc.  The next version of the car is going to use a 
device built by the solar car team, which hasn’t been completed at this time.  Future versions of 
this task will also receive the temperature of the battery pack.   
 
Battery Current Monitoring: 
The task that monitors the current to and from the battery pack communicates with an ADC via 
the onboard SPI device.  The task functions in the same manner as the task that monitors the 
current to and from the motor.   
 
Motor Controller Communication: 
The task that communicates with the motor controller sends and receives data with UART 2.  
When the task is created UART 2 is initialized to communicate at 9600 baud.  A process cycle 
consists parsing the byte stream from the motor controller computer for the desired data.  The 
motor phase currents and the motor speed are stored in the global data structure and control is 
returned to the scheduler.  Communications errors are handled in the same manner as described 
above. 
 
Driver and System Display management: 
The tasks that manage the Driver and system display function in an almost similar manner.  The 
only difference being, the driver display is communicated with via UART 1, where as the system 
display is connected directly to the processor.  For the system display a subroutine was written to 
control communications across an 8-bit parallel bus.  No special subroutine was required for the 
driver display because its internal controller allows the screen to be controlled through a serial 
communications link.  The task is structured in a manner similar to the other subroutines that 
communicated via a UART.  Each process cycle the contents of an 80-character buffer are 
written to the screen.  This allows the computer to only have to update the screen every second 
instead if every time a byte in the buffer is changed.  Each screen has a separate buffer.   

 
Selection of Hardware 

 
DSP evaluation board 
The DSP evaluation board chosen for the design was the LF2407A “EZdsp” series from 
Spectrum Digital Corporation.  This will replace the previous board, a LF2407A EVM series 
evaluation board from Spectrum Digital.  Both boards incorporate the TMS320LF2407A Digital 
Signal Processor chip from TI.  The Spectrum Digital EZdsp series has less board hardware built 
into the board, making it smaller in size, which is optimal for our design.  In addition, the 
reduction in hardware on the evaluation board frees up dedicated DSP chip select (CS) lines, 
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which allows more functionality and expandability in the new design.  The new board also has a 
parallel port built-in for the JTAG interface that allows it to be flashed with the code composer 
program without having a JTAG emulator adapter, as the previous board requires.  Perhaps most 
importantly, the EZdsp series board cost only $300 as opposed to $1000 or more for the EVM 
series board. 
 
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 
The original design contained only a primitive display, making it difficult to debug and monitor.  
By adding an onboard LCD, debugging was much easier on the car.  This speeds the 
troubleshooting time and quickly allows the code to be changed and flashed to memory right on 
the car with a laptop.  In addition, the LCD allows us to demonstrate some of the telemetry 
system’s functional ability completely off of the solar car.  The added LCD board will be 
mounted on top of the DSP board inside the enclosure to keep the display clean and connections 
protected from weather, etc.  Structural support for the LCD has to be taken into account for the 
design of the daughter board. 
 
Enclosure 
The ideal enclosure for the system needed to provide secure mounting to the car.  It needed to be 
lightweight and close fitting to the boards to maintain the system’s small size.  In addition, it 
needed to be able to open easily to allow board changeability for the solar car team on the road 
for racing and troubleshooting.  However, the easy access container had to be dust and moisture 
proof to eliminate problems encountered with the previous solar car being shipped overseas and 
surviving shipping container fumigation.  Perhaps most importantly, it needed to sustain 
electromagnetic compatibility of the system. 
 
An EMI shielded plastic enclosure was chosen to contain the design.  The box was compact and 
allowed easy access to the enclosed system with four screws, along with providing a dust and 
moisture proof seal with a rubber gasket.  With some machining to the enclosure, the DSP board 
mounted in the very bottom with the parallel JTAG port accessible from the outside of the box.  
This was so that when the system was on the solar car and being tested, the DSP would not have 
to be removed from the box to flash the onboard memory if the software code needed to be 
changed. 
 
Connection method 
The telemetry’s interface connections were upgraded to reduce intermittent contact concerns.  
Previously, all of the interfacing DSP, daughter board, and sensor connections were made with 
non-locking sliding connections (modified pin headers – Figure 2).  Moveable connections were 
of concern because of possible interference and contact reliability in an environment sustaining 
vibration.  On the new design, the boards were secured with machine screws to the enclosure to 
remove the possibility of the contacts sliding and causing interference.  In addition, the 
connections to the solar car sensors, modem, driver’s display, and LCD were also improved for 
vibration environments.  The pin headers for these were replaced with protected locking 
connections (Figure 2). 
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Specification of the Daughter Board 
 

Since all three boards (DSP, daughter board, and LCD) required 5V power, one power supply 
was used and is located on the daughter board.  A surface mount Integrated Switching Regulator 
(ISR) from Texas Instruments was used to provide the power.  It is a highly efficient (~90%) 
DC-DC converter with a 12-volt input and 5 volt output and has maximum output of two amps. 
 
The daughter board has pin connections to line up to the DSP board sockets.  Mounting holes 
were also designed for the daughter board that will line up with the mounting holes on the DSP 
so that the two can be stacked and secured together into the bottom of the box with machine 
screws.  The daughter board will also provide structural support for the LCD to mount on top of 
it and needs additional holes for this. 
 

 
Figure 2 – Locking Connectors (Left), Old Connectors (Right) 

 
PCB Design and Assembly 

 
The software chosen to design the daughter board was EAGLE (Easily Applicable Graphical 
Layout Editor) by Cadsoft.  EAGLE had a very user-friendly interface, the capability of creating 
libraries of devices, and a convenient auto-router.   When EMI was considered, a 4-layer design 
was preferred because it would allow the trace paths be minimized with two copper power planes 
(VCC and GND). 
 
The specifications of the Solar Car’s current design and the added functionality of the redesign 
were taken into account when the schematic was created.  A bus structure was used to show the 
common connections of the UARTS and their simultaneous connections to the main interfacing 
DSP board connector.  A picture of the final schematic can be seen in Figure 3. 

 
After the conversion from schematic to layout, the parts were placed in a frame of specified size 
and the holes were placed on the design.  The holes and several connectors had to be coordinate 
to within 0.005 inch accuracy. 
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Many of the traces and vias through the board were manually routed for EMC optimization 
before the auto-router was run.  The final routed board can be seen in Figure 4. 
 
The files were converted to Gerber 274X format and sent to Sierra Proto Express for 
manufacturing.  When the board was received no flaws or errors were found, so the assembly 
process was started. 
 
The UMR Telemetry Learning Center, which houses a pick and place machine and solder reflow 
oven, was used for the assembly of the PCB.  Pictures of the pick, place and bake operation can 
be seen in Figure 5.  
 
The assembled daughter board (Figure 6) mounted nicely to the DSP board along with the LCD 
fitting on top of the assembly.  The complete three-board structure (Figure 7) was then fixed to 
the shielded enclosure that had already been modified for its accommodation (Figure 8). 
 

 
Figure 3 – Daughter Board Schematic 

 
Final Testing 
 
The assembled unit was powered and functionally tested.  The DSP board’s serial clock line had 
a malfunction, so all of the daughter board’s UARTS could not be tested.  However, the DSP 
board’s onboard UART allowed data to be sent to the daughter board’s RS-232 buffers, which 
could be verified by a PC through its serial port.  The PC was used in this loop approach to both 
control the DSP and confirm that the data was received from the UART.  This method of data 
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transfer was successful in that the data sent from the DSP was verified visually on the LCD and 
verified by the PC’s serial RS-232 port. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The new telemetry was designed with a new, smaller DSP board and interfaced with a printed 
circuit daughter board.  This reduced the overall size of the system while giving expanded 
capability for future data collections or functions.  The new system is expected to be more 
reliable and less susceptible to EMI by using a four-layer daughter board with surface mount 
components, a shielded enclosure, and locking connections.  The system is more robust and 
easier to install and debug on the car due to the addition of a programmable LCD.  The lifetime 
of the system is expected to be much longer due to the printed circuit daughter board design, a 
weatherproof enclosure protecting the unit from damaging environments, and secure mounting to 
withstand road vibration. 
 

 
Figure 4 – Final Daughter PCB Design 

 
 

 
Figure 5 – Pick and Place Operation 
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Figure 6 – Complete Daughter Board 

 

 
Figure 7 – Three Board Structure (from top to bottom: LCD, Daughter, DSP) 

 
 

 
Figure 8 – Complete Box Assembly  
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